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Julianne Giarrantano, Co-Vice President of Corporate Relations  
 
 Go-getters are welcoming and inspiring to bring out the best in all of us, which 
exemplifies Julianne Giarrantano, GWWIB Co-Vice President of Corporate Relations. Julianne 
first recalls GWWIB as a transfer student starting her sophomore year, “I specifically remember 
the board introductions and how inspired I felt by all the awesome things the women on the 
bard accomplished within and beyond GWWIB.”  
 
 Julianne hopes to expand GWWIB outside of the business school.  She elaborates, 
“GWWIB helps all women develop professionally. Since GWWIB is such a huge organization, it is 
often hard for people to get to know each other.  She continues, “My goal with GWWIB is to 
have more general body events and more fun events outside our corporate events, like zumba, 
where more people can bond and really feel like a small community within GW.”  
 

Since transferring to GW, Julianne is proud of her transition, “Once I knew my former 
school as not right for me, I took my life into my own hands and transferred to GW. She 
elaborates, “I have been pursuing accounting and landed an internship with one of the Big 4 for 
next summer.” Clearly, Julianne wants to make a positive impact at both GW and her 
professional career. 
 
 Julianne defines success as reaching long term goals that she sets for herself. “My 
leadership style is transformational: this means taking action in different situations to 
encourage myself and others around me to make changes and improvements where necessary, 
instead of just going with what is easy or the norm.” With GWWIB, Julianne brings this 
dedication to the executive board to expand the corporate relations events as a reason to 
socialize and network.  
 
 Patience is a virtue in becoming a go-getter.  Julianne elaborates, “Over the past few 
years, I have become a go-getting woman.  It didn’t always come naturally for me, but now I 
always stand up for myself when I need to, persevere through challenges, and go after my 
dreams.”  GWWIB is lucky to have Julianne’s perspective to keep pushing forward! 
 

 


